
Demo extraordinaire and aspiring educator, 

Tony shares the deals of the day.

Born and raised in NYC, Victoria knows
her city better than anyone. 

With a smile that can light up any room,

Tiffany D. is ready to help you find
the perfect gift.

Carol spices up the office with her Colombian sass, but prefers to keep it mild 
when it’s time for lunch. 

A Truff Hot Sauce devotee, Tamara keeps things 

moving and grooving in the store.

Marlon, our chocolate connoisseur,who is not picky about his chocolates,lit up the Holiday party.

Senior basket maker, Martha means

business and likes her food hot and spicy. 

It’s amazing what you can get away with when you have an accent. Beth hands out jokes and hugs like free samples.

M
A

DE
 WITH LOV

E

IN

 NEW YOR
K

Tiffany B., a student learning her way

around better chocolate is always

ready to try new things.

Quick shot of the crew on a Friday afternoon in October. 
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BEYOND 
EXPECTATIONS
Our most extravagant collection 
of the finest artisan-made foods 
and beverages the world has to 
offer. #CG703HP  $559

 Hello Friends,
I was struck recently while explaining to a new employee 

about our history. We started in 1997, just as online shopping 

was beginning; Quite a bit has changed since then. Still, many 

of the values we started out with now seem more important 

than ever. We began as an actual brick and mortar store 

and importer that represents small businesses, in which real 

foods were made by hand using artisan methods and natural 

ingredients. One of our new European suppliers, Van Strien 

from Holland, makes old-fashioned puff pastry cheese straws 

“by craftsmen, not machines” in the European tradition, or our 

Scottish shortbread, which is cut by hand.

We are a small family-owned business that works at supporting 

many other small businesses, employing people, and hopefully 

bringing pleasure to many people with our gifts and the craft of 

making them.  

Sincerely ,

David Porat, Founder and Owner

OTTOLENGHI SIMPLE COOKS & ENTERTAINS
A brand-new gift that incorporates Ottolenghi inspired flavors, along with his 
Simple cookbook. Whether you are a cook or an entertainer, our new Belazu 
line will tempt you with great tastes of the Mediterranean. #CG665 $135

Also available online: Belazu Cooks & Entertains #CG664 $100, 
Belazu Cooks #CG663 $30, Belazu Entertains #CG662 $20

SEEDLIP
The non-alcoholic spirit distilled 
in England for the mindful drinker. 
Whether aromatic, citrus, or 
herbal, you’ll find your flavor.
6oz Bottles - $21 each
23.7oz Bottles - $48 each

SWEET TREATS
TRIO
Sweeten up 
their day with 
irresistible treats 
imported from 
Prestat Chocolate, 
Summerdown 
Mint & Shortbread 
House of Edinburgh 
#CG206SP  $40

Shop our newest pantry finds

from near & far at

cmb_gifts.com

Van Strien
Cheese Straws

“By craftsmen,
not machines”
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CHELSEA MARKET SWEETS
Delectable treats from the market we call home. Everyday, Chelsea 
Market is full of the sweet smells of freshly baked goods. We have 
selected the best for this gift including Fat Witch Brownies and 
Sarabeth’s Poppy Seed Cake. #CG543SP $89

Also available online: Chelsea Market Sweets Large #CG539SP $159

SEED + MILL
HALVA SAMPLER
Halva, derived from the Arabic word halwa, meaning sweet, is one of the tastiest 
offerings of the Middle East. Both deliciously sweet and exceptionally nutritious, 
this sampler comes in three distinct flavors pistachio, raspberry, and dark 
chocolate with sea salt. #CG112 $39

In 2016, co-founder 
Rachel Simons 

opened America’s first
sesame concept store, 

Seed + Mill within 
Chelsea Market.

Fat Witch Bakery was 
founded by Patricia Helding 
and is famous for its chewy, 

chocolatey brownies.

LOCAL WOMEN
Celebrating New York-based specialty food companies 
founded and operated by women, the gift features six 
sweet treats made by women who are passionate about 
food. Empowered women, empower women! 
 #CG952 $59

FAT WITCH TREATS
Famed fudgy Fat Witch Treats are sure to earn you 
brownie points.  #CG115 $49

Also available online: Fatter Witch Treats #CG117 $99

Chelsea market
taSTy Treats from our neighbors

For over 20 years David's 
neighbor at Chelsea Market 
has been Sarabeth Levine, 

the queen of NYC brunch and 
namesake behind Sarabeth’s, an 

international brand of restaurants, 
cookbooks, preserves and the 

baked goods featured in our gifts. 
Cheers to another 20!   
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BROOKLYN SWEETS
Brooklyn is the place to be, particularly when looking for unique and 
handmade products. This overflowing gift is filled with sweets from ten 
famed Brooklyn purveyors, all wrapped in a keepsake New York City 
picture box. #CG550SP $72

Also available online: Brooklyn Sweets Large #CG559SP $105

NYC TRAVEL SURVIVAL KIT
Having an event or traveling to NYC? This travel kit has everything to 
help you get around NYC. It includes a wallet-sized map, postcard, hand 
sanitizer, and of course, some treats. #CG563SP $20

            new York
take a bite of the big APple

NY, NYC BOX
Our city is a treasure trove of artisanal gourmet snack producers. This gift 
features a handful of exciting foods that NYC has to offer. #CG548 $79

Also available online: NYC Food Tour Gift Tower #CG549SP $169

MARKETS OF NEW YORK
The famed food stalls and farmers' markets of New York have given 
us more delights than we can count! We’ve compiled a handful of our 
favorites from Union Square’s Greenmarket, Brooklyn’s Smorgasburg, and 
our very own home, Chelsea Market. #CG511SP $75

A larger version is available online: Markets of the Boroughs #CG512SP $98

Additional NY 
gifts are available

online at
cmb-gifts.com
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Our shop, on two floors, within Chelsea Market, 
is filled with specialty food, New York souvenirs 
and unique finds.
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WALLY AND WHIZ CLASSIC 
GUMMY GIFT BOX
Wally and Whiz produce vegan adult gummies 
with delicately balanced flavor combinations. They 
use only fresh and natural ingredients. Includes 15 
individual packs.  #CPWW07 $19

INSTANT GRATIFICATION
This tower of three elegant boxes brimming with a mix of savory and 
sweet treats, including aged Cheddar Cheese, Fastachi’s Cranberry 
Nut Mix and Leonidas Chocolates. #CG472SP $99

FOR 20 OR MORE
SUPER SNACK STACKER
A three-basket tower filled with sweet & 
savory treats. #CG213SP $249

FOR 10 OR MORE
SNACK STACKER (pictured)
Two baskets filled with treats to delight 
everyone in the office. #CG212SP $145

FOR 6 OR MORE
SNACKER
Sweet and savory treats for 
all to enjoy. #CG211SP  $79

1 gift, 3 sizes!

One of our
Top Sellers

OFFICE
gIftS

suitable snacks
for sharing

COFFEE FIX
For a connoisseur, good coffee tends to be part of everyday life. 
Send a coffee gift basket filled with joe and treats! #CG443SP  $58

BÉQUET 
CARAMELS
Award-winning 
caramels from 
Montana piled high 
in a charming box. 
#CGBG01  $19

BUTTERMILK FUDGE PLATTER 300g
The perfect after-dinner treat to share with friends. Simply slice 
and share this indulgent selection of pudding inspired fudge and 
find your favorite. #CPBM10  $18



some of our finest

   imports
             from around the globe 

VAHDAM LOOSE-LEAF 
TEA TRIO
Vahdam Teas are handpicked and packaged 
garden-fresh. Beautifully bundled together 
in three embossed tins with distinct flavors 
offering a broad assortment of traditional 
and more contemporary blends of loose-
leaf tea, it is ideal for the tea connoisseur. 
#CG455 $45

CHIP CHIP HOORAY
A sampling of our finest chips, imported from Spain,  
England, and Ireland. It includes five large bags and seven  
single-serve bags, we will be sure to include a bag of our best 
selling Black Truffle Chips. Sharing optional!  #CG218 $69

THE PEA GREEN BOAT
CHEESE SABLES TRIO
Say cheese! Winner of the Great Taste Award, these bite 
sized sables are the perfect balance of luxury cheeses 
and come in three delicious flavors.  #CPPG04 $17

CHELSEA CLASSIC SAVORY CRATE
Enjoy this crate filled with a curated selection of savory foods. 
Our classic collection of imported foods from around the 
world. #CG412 $69

Also available online:
Chelsea Classic Sweet Crate #CG411SP $59
Chelsea Classic Sweet & Savory Crate #CG413SP $116

ULTIMATE COOKIE CRATE
Who doesn’t love cookies? From shortbread to biscuits, the 
“cookie” comes in all shapes and sizes. Relish in this assortment 
of cookies from around the world. #CG426 $79
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More imported
gifts are available

online at
cmb-gifts.com

Founder Bala Sarda, 
handpicking tea with 

local farmers.



LAKRIDS LIMITED
EDITION WINTER 
COLLECTION TRIO
Crafted in Copenhagen with natural 
ingredients, Johan Bülow’s Lakrids 
licorice combines traditional recipes 
and methods with modern flavor 
combinations. #CPLL42SP  $30

FIRETREE
CHOCOLATE
SAMPLER
Bean to Bar from rich volcanic soil in 
the Pacific Ring of Fire, this line of dark 
chocolate offers a multitude of flavor, 
without bitterness and some very 
neat packaging. We have 
included the 100% cocoa 
bar for serious chocolate
tastebuds. #CG131SP $56
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ELEMENTS
CHOCOLATE
GIFT BOX
Inspired by Ayurveda,  
Elements artisanal chocolates  
are free from dairy, refined  
sugar, and emulsifiers. They   
are infused with Ayurveda 
superfoods and honey.
#CG121SP $59

Founder, Alak Vasa, creates
products that are kind to body, mind, 
taste buds and environment. All while 

positively impacting communities. 
25% of the profits go towards 

supporting the wholesome education 
of underprivileged children in

tribal areas of India.

TAITA CHOCOLATE
GIFT BOX
Taita is a tree-to-bar chocolate maker based in Colombia. 
This organic cacao farm in Puerto Lopez, Meta, is where 
they lovingly care for each tree and meticulously select 
each bean. Their signature gift box offers a glimpse 
of their magical cacao plantation from dawn to dusk. 
#CG122SP $46

small batch,
Bean-to-bar, artisnal

ChocOLATe
from Near + Far 

We pride ourselves on 

our assortment of 

connoisseur, specialty, 

and popular chocolates. Juan Manuel 
Aldana, CEO 
& co-founder 

of Taita 
Chocolates

WORLD TOUR OF CHOCOLATE
Take a tasting tour of the best chocolate from around the world. Stops 
include England, France, Belgium, and the east and west coasts of the 
United States. #CG126SP  $169

Also sold individually online: American Chocolates #CG124SP  $86
European Chocolates #CG125SP  $96



75 Ninth Avenue, New York, New York 10011

3 EASY WAYS TO ORDER! 
Online:  www.ChelseaMarketBaskets.com

Phone:  888.727.7887 or 212.727.1111
In Person:  75 9th Ave, New York, NY 10011

Holiday 2019-2020

SHIPPING INFORMATION
UPS Ground is available to any of the

48 contiguous States for:

Above shipping charges are per gift, per location. 
Order online or call for UPS Overnight and 2-Day 
Service rates. We cannot ship to P.O. Boxes or to 

addresses outside of the U.S.
 

Hand Delivery is available on weekdays for:
(prices below are per address)

For more delivery info, visit
ChelseaMarketBaskets.com

We reserve the right to substitute any product of equal or 
greater value in any of our gifts. Prices in this catalog are 

guaranteed through 8/31/20

Below $50        
$50-$99
Over $100

$8.00
$10.00
$15.00

Manhattan        
Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens
Roosevelt Island, Staten Island

$30.00
$60.00 

from $70.00


